High Efficiencies in Nanoscale Poly(3-Hexylthiophene)/Fullerene Solar Cells
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Abstract

A modified morphology was introduced for poly(3-hexylthiophene):phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PC71BM) bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells by thermal and solvent annealing treatments in the presence of hydrophilic-hydrophobic block copolymers. Power conversion efficiency (PCE) plummet was prohibited during both thermal and solvent treatments for all BHJ devices modified with either hydrophobic- or hydrophilic-based copolymers. It was originated from ever increasing trend of fill factor (FF) and increasing or marginally decreasing trend of short circuit current density (Jsc). Although PCEs were higher in untreated hydrophobic compatibilized devices, the hydrophilic compatibilized systems further benefited from thermal and solvent treatments. The vertical homogeneity increased for compatibilized BHJs during annealing processes, leading to very high FFs around 70%. The maximum values of Jsc and PCE for the well-controlled photovoltaic systems were 12.10 mA/cm² and 4.85%, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The control of the active layer morphology in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) mixtures of polymer donors and the fullerene acceptors has been considered as a vital feature. The optimum morphology generally contains two major factors comprising the molecular ordering within and the phase separation between the donor and acceptor phases. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) solar cells have attracted a great deal of interest over the past decade [1,2] being routinely employed to produce the high efficient photovoltaic devices [3,4]. Unraveling the complex morphology of the P3HT:PCBM hybrid systems still remained a significant challenge. The incorporation of a third component including the fullerene derivatives and carbonic materials such as the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to modify the interfaces in a binary blend provides better opportunities to achieve interesting microstructures [5–8]. To solve the morphological issues, several methodologies including employment or adjustment of cross-linkable materials [9, 10], block copolymers [11, 12], thermal and solvent annealing [13–28], microwave and electrical annealing [29, 30], mixed solvents [31,32], additives [33–39], functionalized and derivatives [40–43], molecular weight [44], regioregularity [45], active layer thickness [46] and blend composition [47–51] have been reported. Including a third component to modify the interfaces in a binary blend provides better opportunities to achieve interesting microstructures [52, 53]. Incorporating the block copolymers in the BHJ film is capable of stabilizing the device structure against the destructive thermal phase segregation as well [54, 55]. They promote the long-term thermal stability of the photovoltaic devices; however, most of
acquired power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) are poorer than or similar to that of the pristine solar cells. Furthermore, the compatibilizers have a little effect on the morphological structures before annealing [56].

In this work, we systematically studied the influence of thermal and solvent treatments on the performances of the P3HT:PCBM BHJs compatibilized by the rod (conductive)-coil (dielectric) block copolymers. The photovoltaic devices simultaneously benefited from the thermal stabilities and the high efficiencies. These systems could serve as a model to develop a comprehensive understanding of the strategies necessary for improving the performance of new emerging materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The highly regioregular P3HTs (>99%) with the polydispersity index (PDI) ranged between 1.21–1.25 were synthesized using Grignard metathesis polymerization. The diblock copolymers, i.e., P3HT-b-PEG, P3HT-b-PMMA, and P3HT-b-PS were synthesized with Suzuki coupling and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). In details, P3HT-Br was synthesized by Grignard metathesis polymerization [57]. A reactor was flushed with N₂ and charged with 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene and dried THF (30 mL). A 1 M solution of methyl magnesium bromide (MeMgBr) in THF was added, and refluxed for 2 h under a nitrogen protection. The 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane nickel(II) chloride (Ni(dPPP)) in 8 mL anhydrous magnesium bromide (MeMgBr) in THF was added, and refluxed for 2 h under a nitrogen protection. The reaction mixture was then dropped in methanol under stirring. The precipitate was collected by filtration and washed with methanol. The crude polymer was extracted with methanol and hexanes to remove residual catalysts and short polymer chains. For functionalization of PEG (PEG-BE), PEG, 4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1, 3, 2-dioxaborolan-2-yl) benzoic acid (DBA), and anhydrous THF (60 mL) were added to a flask under nitrogen protection. After N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and N,N-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) were added, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The precipitation was filtered off, and then the mixture was poured into diethyl ether. Afterward, the precipitate was collected by filtration and washed with diethyl ether [58]. To a two-necked flask equipped with a stopcock were added P3HT-Br, PEG-BE, palladiumtetraakis(triphenylphosphine) (Pd(PPh₃)₄), and dried toluene (13 mL) under nitrogen. After that 3 M K₂CO₃ aq. (3 mL) was added, the mixture was stirred at 100 °C for 1 day. The solution was concentrated and poured into methanol to give the polymer. The polymer was extracted with methanol and acetone. Moreover, the dielectric homopolymers were separated via solvent extraction (deionized water for PEG). More details were reported in the literature [58]. Polystyrene (PS) or poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with tert-butyl ester as an end functional group (PS-tBE or PMMA-tBE) were synthesized by ATRP [59]. To this end, 2-Bromopropionic acid tert-butyl ester / styrene or methyl methacrylate /anisole /CuBr /CuBr₂ /N, N’, N”, N”’-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMD ETA) with a molar ratio of 1/0.07/50/1/0.05/1 were added into a flask equipped with a stopcock. The mixture was then heated for 24 h at 90 °C under nitrogen. The reaction mixture was poured into methanol to precipitate the product [60]. To prepare PS or PMMA with the end group of carboxylic acid (PS-CA or PMMA-CA), PS-tBE or PMMA-tBE/p-toluenesulfonic acid/dioxane with a molar ratio of 0.2/2/1 were placed in to a flask equipped with a condenser, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at 95 °C under nitrogen. The product was precipitated in methanol [60]. To prepare PS or PMMA with the end group of boronic acid ester (PS-BAE or PMMA-BAE), PS-CA or
PMMA-CA/4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl) phenol /dicyclohexylcarbo diimide/ N, N-dimethyl-laminopyridine with a molar ratio of 0.33/1.17/1/1 were added into a flask having CH2Cl2 (5 mL), then the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature under nitrogen. After reaction a few drops of water was added. Precipitate was removed by filtration and the product was precipitated in methanol [60]. To synthesize P3HT-b-PS and P3HT-b-PMMA block copolymers, Pd(PPh3)4, 3 M K2CO3 (aqueous solution, 0.35 ml), PS-BAE or PMMA-BAE, P3HT-Br, and toluene (7 mL) were placed into a flask equipped with a condenser. Then the mixture was stirred for 24 h at 100 °C. The product was precipitated in methanol and acetone [60]. Furthermore, the dielectric homopolymers were separated via solvent extraction (e.g., cyclohexane for PS).

1HNMR spectra of various synthesized polymers are displayed in Figure 1. In 1HNMR spectrum of P3HT-b-PS block copolymers, the signals in aromatic region assignable to the protons on the phenyl ring of PS could be observed at 7.1 and 6.6 ppm [60].
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**Figure 1.** 1HNMR spectra of synthesized P3HT\textsubscript{4880}-Br homopolymers (a) as well as P3HT\textsubscript{21000}-b-PEG\textsubscript{750} (b), P3HT\textsubscript{7150}-b-PS\textsubscript{519} (c), and P3HT\textsubscript{21000}-b-PMMA\textsubscript{497} (c) block copolymers.

The signal appeared at 3.60–3.65 ppm was also indicative of methyl methacrylate polymerization during ATRP [61]. In addition, the disappearance of the small triplet signal at 2.56 ppm was observed, which was assigned as the signal of methylene proton on the first carbon of hexyl group substituted on the bromo-terminal unit [62]. In the 1HNMR spectrum of P3HT-b-PEG, the signal assignable to PEG was observed at 3.7 ppm. The protons of the phenyl at 8.1 ppm and 7.5 ppm indicated that the terminal thiophene unit was successfully substituted by PEG segment in Suzuki coupling [58]. The respective signals of hexyl side chains also appeared at 0.8–1.8 ppm [58].

The ternary blend solutions of the P3HT:PCBM (purity >99%):compatibilizer were spin-coated inside a nitrogen glove box onto poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) modified ITO on the glass to yield 150 nm films. The weight ratio of P3HT:PCBM was 1:1.5 wt/wt and the P3HT-b-PS, P3HT-b-PMMA, and P3HT-b-PEG\textsubscript{750}
were dissolved at different ratios in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) with a total concentration of 20 mg/ml. The solvent and thermal annealing processes were conducted at room temperature (in a glass Petri dish covered with a glass cap) and 150 °C (on a temperature controlled hot plate), respectively. The samples were then kept at room temperature in a N₂-filled glove box before analyzing. Then, a thin LiF interfacial layer (ca. 1 nm) and a 100 nm film of Al were thermally evaporated onto the device under a high vacuum (base pressure less than 2 × 10⁻⁴ Pa).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Crystallization and Morphology

The two dimensional grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (2D GIWAXS) profile of a typical active layer is depicted in Figure 2(a). The orientation and fabricating planes are also displayed in Figure 2(b).

Figure 2. (a) 2D GIWAXS profile of a spin-coated active layer based on P3HT and PC71BM; (b) the scheme of edge-on oriented P3HT crystals and fabricating planes.

In the presence of P3HT₇₁₅₀-b-PEG copolymers, the external treatments resulted in a higher phase separation between donor and acceptor components compared to BHJs modified by P3HT₇₁₅₀-b-PS and P3HT₇₁₅₀-b-PMMA. Figures 3(a-i) represent energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) images for the untreated and treated active layers. The hydrophobic-based compatibilizers prevented the donor and acceptor domains from extremely coarsening during annealing (Figures 3(d-f)). During thermal and solvent treatments, the P3HT crystallite sizes had an increasing trend. The coarsening slope for the P3HT crystallites in P3HT-b-PS and P3HT-b-PMMA compatibilized systems decreased versus the annealing time. The P3HT crystallites grew faster in the shorter periods of time, thereby by annealing processes, the rate of the crystallite growth reduced. A similar phenomenon occurred during the solvent annealing. In the BHJ systems compatibilized with P3HT-b-PS and P3HT-b-PMMA block copolymers, within the shorter periods of annealing time, the P3HT crystallite sizes were almost larger in the thermal annealed films compared to those detected for the solvent annealed ones. It was assigned to the higher mobility of the P3HT chains at elevated temperature (150 °C) during the thermal annealing, reflecting the larger P3HT crystallites within the similar annealing times. After a given annealing time, the P3HT crystallites were larger in the solvent annealing within the similar annealing time. In longer periods of the annealing time in both solvent and thermal annealed systems, the P3HT crystallites reached a marginally saturated state. Here, this was the thermodynamics which controlled the system, and facilitated further growth of the P3HT crystallites; whereas in P3HT-b-PEG modified systems, always the influence of the thermal annealing on the P3HT crystallites was more conspicuous compared to the solvent annealing. The thermal annealing as a fast growth treatment provided a driving force better than the solvent annealing as a slow growth treatment.

The P3HT crystallite size versus the thermal and solvent annealing time is reported in Figures 4(a) and (b). Coarsening slopes of P3HT crystallites during annealing processes were steeper for the hydrophilic - compatibilized systems. Indeed, in the hydrophobic - compatibilized systems, the P3HT crystallites demonstrated a higher resistance against coarsening during annealing processes, and thus their coarsening slope versus the annealing time was lower. Furthermore, this resistance against coarsening of the P3HT crystallites was intensified by further passing the annealing time. This could be attributed to the coherent BHJ network and dense P3HT crystallites in the presence of the hydrophobic based block copolymers.
However, coarsening in the P3HT crystallites versus the annealing time for P3HT-b-PEG compatibilized systems strongly continued even in the longer periods of the annealing time (Figures 4(a) and (b)).

Figure 3. EFTEM images of uncompatibilized (a-c) and compatibilized active layers by 30 wt% of P3HT$_{7150}$-b-PS (d-f) and P3HT$_{7150}$-b-PEG (g-i) block copolymers. Morphologies represent the untreated BHJs ((a), (d), and (g)) and the thermal (150 °C) ((b), (e), and (h)) and solvent (25 °C) ((c), (f), and (i)) annealed systems for 120 min.

Figure 4. The P3HT crystallite sizes versus the annealing time in (100)$_{OOP}$ (a) and (020)$_{IP}$ (b) directions and the PCBM cluster sizes (c) for various uncompatibilized and compatibilized thin films with P3HT-b-PS, P3HT-b-PMMA, P3HT-b-PEG block copolymers during thermal and solvent annealing treatments.

In all BHJ systems, either uncompatibilized or compatibilized, during both thermal and solvent annealing processes, d-spacing depicted an ever soaring trend. The distances between the crystallographic planes were calculated from (100)$_{OOP}$ and (020)$_{IP}$ Bragg peaks position for the edge-on (with the alkyl chain perpendicular to the substrate) and from (100)$_{IP}$ and (020)$_{OOP}$ Bragg peaks position for the face-on (with the alkyl chain parallel with the substrate) P3HT crystallites. The
increasing slope of $d$-spacing in $(100)_{\text{OOP}}$ direction during thermal annealing was significantly steeper than that detected under the solvent annealing. Actually, the high-temperature (150 °C) thermal annealing further loosened the P3HT crystallites. Before conducting the treatments, $d$- spacings for the hydrophobic-compatibilized BHJs were considerably lower. This resistance against loosening of the P3HT crystallites was also detected during the thermal annealing. Although there was a significant difference between the thermal and solvent annealing treatments on $d$-spacing enhancement in $(100)_{\text{OOP}}$ direction of the P3HT crystallites, in (020)$_{\text{IP}}$ or $\pi-\pi$ stacking direction, an infinitesimal distinct was detected. More explanations are represented in Supplementary.

During annealing processes, coarsening also occurred in the PCBM clusters but with various slopes. Guinier approximation was used to determine mean PCBM cluster size ($R_{\text{mean}}$) from the low-$Q$ scattering range (ca. 0.006–0.012 Å$^{-1}$) of the GISAXS curves. Similar to the literature [63], in this work the PCBM scattering intensity increased as a result of forming the larger PCBM clusters. Coarsening versus the annealing time in the uncompatibilized systems was the highest as shown in Figure 4(c), because, P3HT:PC71BM BHJs were not resistant against coarsening during the external treatments. Among the modified systems, the steepest coarsening slope belonged to P3HT-b-PEG compatibilized ones. By using the block copolymers having more hydrophobic coily blocks, coarsening of the PCBM clusters versus the annealing time decreased. It could be related to the stabilization of the BHJ morphology via the hydrophobic based compatibilizers, and subsequent increase of their resistance against coarsening during annealing processes. Before conducting any treatment, in P3HT-b-PEG compatibilized systems, the PCBM cluster sizes were the smallest among all BHJs. Smaller PCBM clusters before annealing showed a higher tendency and potential for coarsening under the external treatments. In parallel with the PCBM clusters coarsening, the weakened fluorescence quenching suggested decreased interface area. The cluster coarsening assisted the charge collection through the formation of a network for the efficient electron transport, thus preventing losses due to bimolecular recombination. Moreover, the coherent networking in the hydrophilic-compatibilized systems resulted in a slower PCBM cluster coarsening during treatments compared to the uncompatibilized BHJ. Coarsening slope was also steeper in P3HT-b-PMMA compatibilized films than P3HT-b-PS modified ones (Figure 4(c)). By increasing the hydrophobicity of the coily blocks, they could further inhibit the cluster coarsening. They did this task by surrounding the PCBM clusters and inducing a higher order and coherency to the BHJ systems.

Similar to the P3HT crystallites, in the PCBM clusters, $d$-spacing between the PCBM molecules increased during both thermal and solvent treatments. The $d$-spacings of PCBM molecules inside the PCBM clusters were calculated based on the peak center position of the PCBM clusters appeared in GIWAXS graphs. The $d$-spacing enhancement of the PCBM molecules in respective clusters was milder under the slow growth annealing compared to the fast growth treatment. Furthermore, the slope of $d$-spacing increase in the BHJs compatibilized with the block copolymers having more hydrophobic coily blocks was lower. In fact, the hydrophobic coily blocks not only prevented the PCBM clusters from coarsening during annealing processes but also largely prohibited their loosening.

### 3.2. Photovoltaic Characteristics of Modified devices

In this section, the device performances correlate with the BHJ morphologies modified by the rod-coil block copolymers under thermal and solvent treatments. The increased PCEs, combined with a good thermal stability of devices using the block copolymer compatibilizers, indicated their promising potential for the polymer solar cell applications. The best photovoltaic characteristics, i.e., PCE (4.85%), $J_{sc}$ (12.10 mA/cm$^2$), FF (69%) and $V_{oc}$ (0.60 V) were obtained thanks to the nanoscale morphology promotion in the active layers. Some $J-V$ curves for the uncompatibilized and compatibilized systems with various compatibilizers and treated under thermal and solvent annealing processes are reported in Figures 6(a-d). Notably, even after long-term treatments, the PCEs were
high. Therefore, the conspicuous enhancement in the PCEs during the annealing processes originated from the rod-coil block copolymer compatibilizers. In Figure 6(a), the variation of the PCEs versus the annealing time is reported for some uncompatibilized and compatibilized BHJs by P3HT7150-b-PS, P3HT7150-b-PMMA, and P3HT7150-b-PEG block copolymers. By further conducting the thermal and solvent annealing processes, the PCEs considerably dropped for the uncompatibilized photovoltaic cells. The PCE for these systems reached from 1.65% to 2.14% within 60 min of thermal annealing and then plummeted to 0.18% after 240 min. The PCE decrease was rather low for the solvent annealed uncompatibilized systems. The PCE of this device treated under solvent annealing peaked at 2.41% after 90 min and then reduced to 0.63% within 240 min.

In the photovoltaic devices compatibilized by P3HT-b-PS, P3HT-b-PMMA, and P3HT-b-PEG block copolymers, various behaviors were detected for the PCE alteration during solvent and thermal treatments. As illustrated in Figure 6(a), in the presence of P3HT7150-b-PS block copolymers, the PCE was 4.07% before any treatment. By conducting the thermal annealing for 10 min, PCE peaked at 4.78%. Through further treating, the PCE reached somehow its primary value (= 4.08%) within 120 min. Finally, within 240 min, the PCE decreased to 3.42%. It is vital to mention that in the compatibilized system with P3HT7150-b-PMMA block copolymers, after 240 min under both thermal (= 3.56%) and solvent (= 3.51%) treatments, the PCEs were greater than the corresponding PCE before external treating (= 3.13%). On the other hand, in the presence of P3HT7150-b-PEG block copolymers during both thermal and solvent annealing processes, the PCE depicted an ever soaring trend (Figure 6(a)). For example, the PCE in the presence of P3HT21000-b-PEG block copolymers (= 2.35%) after 60, 150, and 210 min of the thermal annealing reached 3.14, 3.70, and 3.87%, respectively, and within the similar times of the solvent annealing obtained the values of 3.29, 3.73, and 3.89%, respectively.

Although before treatments, the PCEs were higher in the hydrophobic-compatibilized devices, the hydrophilic-compatibilized systems further benefited from the thermal and solvent annealing processes. The PCEs of the latter photovoltaic cells not only did not drop but also showed an ever increasing trend during the external treatments. The principal reason for this phenomenon was related to variations of $J_{sc}$ (Figure 6(b)) and FF (Figure 6(c)) during the treatments. These two parameters ($J_{sc}$ and FF) aided the photovoltaic functions to be more stabilized during the annealing processes. Even if one of them dropped the other compensated it.
The P3HT-b-PS and P3HT-b-PMMA block copolymers largely prevented $J_{sc}$ from sharply decreasing during annealing processes, especially under solvent annealing (Figure 6(b)).

In general, the resistance against the PCE dropping during both thermal and solvent treatments was detected for all BHJ devices compatibilized with the hydrophobic and hydrophilic based block copolymers. It was assigned to ever increasing trend of $FF$ as well as increasing or marginally decreasing trend of $J_{sc}$ originated from various conditions in distinct BHJ systems. In long-term annealing time, $V_{oc}$ enhancement participated in stabilizing the PCE as well (Figure 6(d))). In the BHJ active layers compatibilized with the block copolymers having the hydrophobic coily blocks, due to stabilization of the morphology, extremely coarsening of the PCBM clusters during the annealing processes was significantly prohibited. The hydrophobic based rod-coil block copolymers did the modification and stabilization tasks by surrounding the donor and acceptor domains. In contrast, in the thin films compatibilized by the block copolymers having the hydrophilic coily blocks, coarsening of the PCBM clusters during annealing processes was conspicuously higher. Instead, during the annealing processes the crystallinity of these BHJs considerably increased even above the crystallinity of the hydrophobic compatibilized systems. The crystallinity enhancement influenced the hole mobility, $J_{sc}$, and $FF$. Moreover, the P3HT crystallites in the presence of the hydrophilic based compatibilizers, which were even smaller than those in the uncompatibilized BHJs, grew intensively during annealing processes. The P3HT crystallite sizes were comparable for the
hydrophilic- and hydrophobic–compatibilized systems under similar external treatments. This in turn promoted the photovoltaic characteristics of the devices whose active layers were modified using P3HT-b-PEG block copolymers during thermal and solvent annealing treatments.

A homogeneous distribution of donor and acceptor components in the vertical of the active layer during solvent and thermal annealing processes significantly improved $FF$. The hole and electron mobilities under treatments in the compatibilized BHJ thin films with either hydrophilic or hydrophobic coily blocks peaked at the maximum values. In fact, for each kind of compatibilizers and their composition, there existed an optimum morphology during solvent and thermal treatments. In the optimum morphology for each BHJ, $\mu_h$, $\mu_e$, $J_{sc}$ and $PCE$ were in their maximum values. In the compatibilized systems, $FF$ most of the time had an increasing trend, whereas for the uncompatibilized devices, $FF$ after peaking at the optimum morphology, depicted a declining trend (Figure 6(c)).

For the compatibilized active layers, the optimum morphology and the $PCE_{max}$ acquired faster for the thermal annealing than the solvent annealing. Because the high-temperature thermal annealing (150 °C) was a fast growth condition, thereby made the BHJ system rapidly reach its best performance. Eventually, depending on the balance between the photovoltaic characteristics, the $PCE$ could be higher in the optimum morphology of either solvent or thermal annealed active layers.

3. CONCLUSION

The nanostructure of the P3HT: PC71BM, which was critical for the photovoltaic device performance, was modified by conducting the thermal and solvent treatments in the BHJ systems compatibilized with the rod-coil block copolymer compatibilizers. In contrast to the uncompatibilized photovoltaic cells, the $PCE$ did not plummet under thermal and solvent treatments for all devices compatibilized with either hydrophobic- or hydrophilic-based block copolymers. It was assigned to the compensation of $J_{sc}$ decrease with $FF$ and $V_{oc}$ enhancement within the long-term treatments. The best photovoltaic characteristics comprising $PCE$ (4.85%), $J_{sc}$ (12.10 mA/cm$^2$), $FF$ (69%) and $V_{oc}$ (0.60 V) were correlated to the nanoscale morphology promotion in the active layer.
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